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Dear Editor,

D espite substantial advances in neonatal medicine, 
retinopathy of prematurity (ROP) continues to 

be a serious therapeutic challenge[1]. Visual acuity loss 
in patients with ROP has been associated with structural 
retinal abnormalities (including retinal detachment, retinal 
folds, and pigmentary retinopathy), cataract, glaucoma, and 
amblyopia due to refractive error or strabismus[2]. A subset of 
patients with ROP, either treated or untreated may develop 
temporal dragging of the fovea. The reported incidence of 
foveal dragging varies widely, but can be affected by retinal 
photocoagulation and the prematurity level of the infant. 
For example, a recent study reported an incidence of 7% in 
subjects that were treated for threshold ROP, but 0 in subjects 
with spontaneous regression[3]. In the Multicenter Trial of 
Cryotherapy for Retinopathy of Prematurity, the most common 
association with an unfavorable visual outcome despite a 
favorable anatomical outcome was foveal dragging as defined 
by the Reese cicatricial grading system[4-5]. These subjects have 
widely variable visual outcomes. The purpose of the current 
study is to illustrate various clinical and imaging findings 
associated with foveal dragging in subjects with a history of 
ROP.
An Institutional Review Board (IRB)-approved study was 
performed according to the Declaration of Helsinki. The 
Institutional Review Board waived the consenting process due 
to retrospective nature and minimal risk. A non-consecutive 
non-comparative case series of patients with clinical foveal 

dragging and history of ROP examined at a satellite office of 
a University Referral-Center was conducted. Data regarding 
gender, age at examination, medical history, best-corrected 
visual acuity (BCVA), fundus photography, and spectral 
domain optical coherence tomography (SD-OCT) OCT2 
module with a wavelength 870 nm and scan rate of 
85 000 Hz (Heidelberg Engineering, Heidelberg, Germany) 
were collected. All patients underwent the institutional standard 
foveal SD-OCT protocol using a raster line length of 6.0 mm. In 
addition, an 8.9-mm raster line length scan was also performed 
to evaluate the distance from the foveal center to the optic 
disc. The distance from the foveal center to the temporal optic 
disc and to the optic disc center were measured in the 8.9-mm 
raster line using commercially available software (Heidelberg 
Engineering, Heidelberg, Germany). 
Table 1 summarizes the clinical and SD-OCT findings in the 
current series. Figures 1-6 show the imaging findings in each 
case.
The majority of previous studies using SD-OCT to evaluate 
ROP subjects have focused on macular features such as 
retention of the inner retinal layers at the foveal center, 
presence of outer nuclear layer widening, photoreceptor 
elongation, macular cystoid changes, and abnormalities in 
foveal development[6-15]. Recent studies have also described 
macular schisis, inner retinal thickening, chorioretinal atrophy 
in subjects with a history of ROP[16]. However, the literature 
regarding the SD-OCT features present in subjects with a 
history of ROP and foveal dragging is limited. In the present 
series, 10/12 eyes had retention of the inner nuclear layers at 
the foveal center. All eyes had presence of outer nuclear layer 
widening with photoreceptor elongation.
The literature regarding the distance between the fovea and 
the optic disc in normal children and adults is scarce. Prior 
studies have had differences in measurement points; some 
studies measured the disc center-to-fovea distance and others 
have measured temporal disc edge-to-fovea distance[17-19]. 
This discrepancy in measurements could affect the results by 
about half a disc diameter (0.8 mm). A study of 3468 adults in 
China reported a mean disc center-to-fovea distance of 
4.76±0.34 mm; this distance increased with increasing axial 
length, larger parapapillary alpha zone and parapapillary beta/
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gamma zone, and larger disc area[17]. A study performed in 
Finland in prematurely born children (aged 10-11y) reported 
the mean disc center-to-fovea distance to be 4.74±0.29 mm[18]. 
Another study performed in England that analyzed preterm 
and full-term infants reported a mean temporal disc edge-to-
fovea distance of 4.4±0.4 mm, without difference between the 
preterm infants and the full-term infants[19]. This slightly lower 
mean in infants may be associated with shorter axial length. 
Based on the historical data, an SD-OCT infrared image with a 
raster line length of 6.0 mm should visualize the optic nerve in 
most normal subjects.
In the present series, all eyes were two standard deviations 
above historical controls when disc center-to-fovea distance 
and temporal disc edge-to-fovea distance were compared[17-19]. 
In 5/6 subjects, the ROP was treated with photocoagulation and 
in one ROP regressed spontaneously. The SD-OCT infrared 
image failed to visualize the optic nerve head in 11/12 eyes due 
to temporal foveal dragging; the exception was Subject 5 OS, 
in which only the temporal edge of the disc is visible. Failure 
to visualize the optic nerve head in the fundus map photo in 
the SD-OCT study may represent a quick test to identify foveal 
dragging.

The literature suggests a mean distance from the temporal 
disc margin to the fovea of approximately 4.4 mm in infants 
and approximately 4.75 mm in adults; for children aged 6-7y, 
perhaps an intermediate value would be appropriate. In the 
present series, 4 patients were aged 6-9y; of these, 2 had distances 
of about 4.8 mm in each eye and 2 had a distance greater than 
5.6 mm in each eye. Also in the present series, there were 2 adult 
patients; in 1, distances were 4.7 mm in 1 eye and 5.6 mm in the 
other; in the other adult, distances were greater than 5.6 mm in 
each eye. In summary, all eyes in this series had disc-to-fovea 
distances greater than historical controls.
The cicatricial stage of ROP retinopathy can lead to lenticular 
myopia, temporal vitreoretinal fibrosis, dragging of the 
macula, and vitreoretinal folds. Therefore, cicatricial ROP may 
alter the normal fundus landmarks and may affect the results 
of the measurements carried out on fundus photographs[20]. 
Previous studies that have evaluated the disc-to-fovea distance 
have used fundus photography to estimate the distance[17-19]. 
However, the present study used SD-OCT to measure the 
distance using a raster line length of 8.9 mm. SD-OCT may 
allow for improved accuracy in measurements, especially in 
eyes with a posterior pole staphyloma. 

Table 1 Clinical characteristics and optic disc to fovea distance as measured by spectral domain optical coherence tomography in the 
current series                                                                                                                                                                                                     mm

Subject Age 
(y)

Best-corrected 
visual acuity 

(OD)

Best-corrected 
visual acuity 

(OS)

Follow-
up (y) Other complications

Temporal disc 
edge to fovea 
distance (OD)

Temporal disc 
edge to fovea 
distance (OS)

Disc center to 
fovea distance 

(OD)

Disc center to 
fovea distance 

(OS)

1 6 20/25 20/30 3 Myopia 4.819 4.886 5.723 5.430

2 6 20/30 20/30 3 Myopia 5.639 5.933 6.624 6.830

3 7 20/40 20/40 1 Hyperopia, nystagmus 4.798 4.880 5.356 5.458

4 9 20/25 20/30 5 Myopia 5.562 5.754 6.359 6.672

5 21 20/40 20/25 2 Myopia, nystagmus, esotropia 5.647 4.725 6.643 5.519

6 65 20/200 20/30 2 Myopia, amblyopia 7.531 5.986 8.186 6.824

Figure 1 Multimodal imaging of subject 1  A: Macular SD-OCT infrared image of the right eye using raster scan lengths of 6.0 mm; B: 
Fundus photography of right eye; C: Fundus photography of left eye; D: Macular SD-OCT infrared image of the left eye using raster scan 
lengths of 6.0 mm; E: Macular SD-OCT with infrared image of the right eye using raster scan length of 8.9 mm; F: Macular SD-OCT with 
infrared image of the left eye using raster scan length of 8.9 mm.
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In the current study, the standard foveal SD-OCT protocol 
uses a raster line length of 6.0 mm. Normally the optic nerve is 
visible in the infrared image centered on the fovea. The optic 
nerve was not completely visible in the infrared fundus image 
in any of the eyes reported in this study (Figures 1A, 1D, 2A, 
2D, 3A, 3D, 4A, 4D, 5A, 5D, 6A, 6D). In one eye of subject 
5, the fundus infrared image showed the temporal optic nerve 
head (Figure 5D).
The present study is limited by the retrospective and 
nonconsecutive nature of the case series, as well as selection 
bias because only patients that could cooperate for SD-
OCT scans were included. Most patients in our series had 
mild clinical features of foveal dragging and it is likely that 
some patients with advanced foveal dragging and poor visual 
acuity could not undergo SD-OCT scanning, due to poor 

fixation or poor cooperation, and may have been missed by 
the study design. In addition, there is no specific ICD-
10 code for foveal dragging, so it is very likely that other 
patients with this entity were not captured. This series is 
not comprehensive, but it does illustrate many pertinent 
features of this diagnosis. Larger series with age-matched 
controls may help identify the spectrum of foveal dragging 
distance that may be associated with variable clinical and 
visual outcomes.
In conclusion, some subjects with history of ROP may have 
an increased disc-to-fovea distance. SD-OCT can aid in the 
detection of this anomaly, and the distance may be measured 
using commercially available software. Further studies with 
longer follow up and larger cohorts may lead to a better 
understanding of this condition.

Figure 2 Multimodal imaging of subject 2  A: Macular SD-OCT infrared image of the right eye using raster scan lengths of 6.0 mm; B: 
Fundus photography of right eye; C: Fundus photography of left eye; D: Macular SD-OCT infrared image of the left eye using raster scan 
lengths of 6.0 mm; E: Macular SD-OCT with infrared image of the right eye using raster scan length of 8.9 mm; F: Macular SD-OCT with 
infrared image of the left eye using raster scan length of 8.9 mm.

Figure 3 Multimodal imaging of subject 3  A: Macular SD-OCT infrared image of the right eye using raster scan lengths of 6.0 mm; B: 
Fundus photography of right eye; C: Fundus photography of left eye; D: Macular SD-OCT infrared image of the left eye using raster scan 
lengths of 6.0 mm; E: Macular SD-OCT with infrared image of the right eye using raster scan length of 8.9 mm; F: Macular SD-OCT with 
infrared image of the left eye using raster scan length of 8.9 mm.
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Figure 4 Multimodal imaging of subject 4  A: Macular SD-OCT infrared image of the right eye using raster scan lengths of 6.0 mm; B: 
Fundus photography of right eye; C: Fundus photography of left eye; D: Macular SD-OCT infrared image of the left eye using raster scan 
lengths of 6.0 mm; E: Macular SD-OCT with infrared image of the right eye using raster scan length of 8.9 mm; F: Macular SD-OCT with 
infrared image of the left eye using raster scan length of 8.9 mm.

Figure 5 Multimodal imaging of subject 5  A: Macular SD-OCT infrared image of the right eye using raster scan lengths of 6.0 mm; B: 
Fundus photography of right eye; C: Fundus photography of left eye; D: Macular SD-OCT infrared image of the left eye using raster scan 
lengths of 6.0 mm; E: Macular SD-OCT with infrared image of the right eye using raster scan length of 8.9 mm; F: Macular SD-OCT with 
infrared image of the left eye using raster scan length of 8.9 mm.

Figure 6 Multimodal imaging of subject 6  A: Macular SD-OCT infrared image of the right eye using raster scan lengths of 6.0 mm; B: 
Fundus photography of right eye; C: Fundus photography of left eye; D: Macular SD-OCT infrared image of the left eye using raster scan 
lengths of 6.0 mm; E: Macular SD-OCT with infrared image of the right eye using raster scan length of 8.9 mm; F: Macular SD-OCT with 
infrared image of the left eye using raster scan length of 8.9 mm.
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